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It was early afternoon and the sun stood already above the at that time very quiet Canyon.
Ronald Rodriguez and his best friend James Patterson arranged to meet each other to share some information.
However, this meeting was supposed to be in the evening. One hour earlier James had sent Ronald a message and
asked him sooner in the Canyon since it seemed that he had received important information.
Immediately after their arrival in the Canyon, the two friends alerted all rebels and requested a meeting up to then not
knowing what exactly would happen. But it did not take 10 minutes until the CityComs of the two stopped to stand still
and countless messages by friendly employees from the Dome of York arrived, which warned the rebels that the
Dome had just launched a long range missile in the direction of the Canyon.
Ronald Rodriguez and James Patterson did not know if it was a bad joke or if they should really believe it. But Ronald
remembered all the disagreements of the last weeks between Yager and the Dome. The Dome was far from happy
with Yager's actions and his scheming - how they called it against the negotiators of the Dome went probably too far
for them.
Completely confused, the friends informed the whole Canyon and called all rebels together. Since no one was
prepared for such a reaction, a missile attack, the Guardian first ran totally headless through the Canyon. But then it
was already too late!
Seconds later the missile arrived in the Canyon. An earpiercing bang lasting a minute shot through the Canyon, filled
the air around the rebels and let the Canyon tremble. Some lost their lives very quickly but could soon be revived
because of the passive psi monks. Immediately after the bang the Canyon felt the first effects of the bomb.
Everything, that was not made of stone, was ablaze. Every furniture, rebel and also the guards caught fire and fell
victim to the flames.
Ronald and James told everyone to leave the Canyon as fast as possible and to gather outside. They wanted to
escape from the radiation before it entered the human bodies what would eventually kill everyone. At the same time,
Ronald sent a distress-signal outside to the friendly factions and asked for help from all sides. It did not take long and
several Fallen Angels and followers of the Brotherhood of Crahn arrived and helped whereever they could to revive
the killed rebels and to help the wounded up so everyone could escape from the Canyon.
Ronald and James as well as all the leaders of the Guardian clans tried to get all survivors out of the Canyon. It
seemed to take forever until most were in safety in front of the Canyon.
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The first troops gathered in front of the Canyon and went to the Grant Mine right away. The rebels wanted to seek
shelter in Tech Haven from the Fallen Angles to know themselves in safety for the time being and to be able to think
about how everything should continue. The rest of the survivors should follow immediately. After having arrived in
Tech Haven they had to realize horrifiedly that the information had already reached the CityAdmin and that they had
reacted as fast as possibly. Happy about the reaction of the Dome Reza wanted to prevent that the rebels could find
shelter in TechHaven and surrounded the exits with countless of his soldiers whereby it was impossible for the
Guardian to get through. At once, Ronald and James organized fighters to clear the way so that the troops from the
Canyon could bring the survivors with vehicles there. Here as well, within minutes masses of fighters were ready to
help the rebels and also the Fallen Angels. All kinds of fighters appeared at the exit of the 3. sector of TechHaven.
Countless uninjured rebels, Fallen Angels, Tsunamies, even several Crahns forgot their grave problems with the
Fallen Angels and risked their lives in this fight.The plasma fire of the CityAdmins rained on the ramp and on the
fighters, it seemed like the plasma rain would never end. But the allied forces fought them back. The bolts from the
aggresive psi monks and the plasma, fusion,... fire of other fighters rained on the CityAdmins. It was a rain of energy
and ammunition like you can see rarely. The City Admins tried often to get closer to the rebels and to fullfill their order,
to kill all rebels. But they were no match for the forces of the Guardian and their allies. They got shot down one after
another, became victims of this war. It seemed like it took hours till the fire was ceased, and none of the CityAdmins
was left.
A silence spread out at the entrance among the allies. They're wounded, out of power, but happy that they won this
fight.

Shortreport
by Ronald Rodriguez
At the evening of this day, after the fight, i met with James in my appartment in Tech Haven. We waited there for one
of Yagers men, who works as a spy for the canyon. He was a good comrade of mine, a trustfull man. I called him
immediate after the fight, we had to speak with him. Bob Waltony arrived just a few minutes after James, he told us in
details what happend. The situation between the Dome and Yager went worse, the abyss between them grew. I
noticed this myself but i would have never thought that the Dome would something like this. The Dome was building
on this prototype since a long time, which is similar to a nuclearbomb, but this bomb is much for efficient, we had to
feel those efficiency on our own bodies. The canyon is destroyed, we can't live there anymore. The dome decided to
"test" the bomb, which was planned for Neocron, in the Canyon and so to get rid of us. It seems like they got borred
of the rebels and that Yager tried to make the Guardian more important than the Dome.
When i heard Bob speaking like this the anger inside of me grew. So it's that easy. When the Guardian don't do what
the Dome want, the Dome destroy the Guardian. I decided to contact Yager to coordinate the further actions of the
Guardian.
A short time after Bob was finished with his report a scientist of the Fallen Angels arrived, he welcome the Guardian
in Tech Haven. He was shocked about what happend and guaranteed the cooperation of the Fallen Angels. There are
still many blind people who believe in the lies of the dictator Reeza, but he gave us to understand that there is a
growing number on men in Tech Haven which choosed to fight for the right side. What he meaned with this
particularly should we get to know later. Everyone was to tired, noone wanted to discuss more about this war,
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everyone just wanted to spleep in peace.

